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Evidence That Gene
Amplification Underlies
Adaptive Mutability of the
Bacterial lac Operon
Dan I. Andersson,* E. Susan Slechta, John R. Roth†
Adaptive mutability is the apparent alteration in specificity or rate of mutability
seen in bacteria during stress. A model is proposed by which gene amplification
during selective growth can give the appearance of adaptive mutability without
requiring any change in mutability. The model is based on two assumptions, that
a mutant lac locus with residual function allows growth if its copy number is
increased, and that true reversion events are made more likely by replication
of chromosomes with many copies of the locus. Apparent directed mutability,
its recombination requirement, and its apparent independence of cell growth
are all accounted for by the model. Evidence is provided for the required residual
function and gene amplification.
In 1988 J. Cairns and co-workers described
an experimental system in which bacteria
appeared to show “adaptive mutability” (1),
defined here as an alteration in the level or
target-specificity of mutability as part of a
programmed response to stress. Initially the
results were interpreted to suggest that bacteria might direct mutability to selectively
valuable sites (2– 4). More recent results have
been interpreted as reflecting a generalized
hypermutable state induced in some cells in
response to stress (5), a model originally
proposed by Hall (3). Cairns’s experimental
system involved reversion of a lac frameshift
mutation on medium containing lactose as the
sole carbon source. The system has been
extensively characterized, but none of the
proposed models explains all of the observations (6 ).
The central issue in the controversy concerning adaptive mutability is whether a
mechanism has evolved to improve survival
by varying mutability in response to stress.
We propose that the Cairns experimental system involves selected amplification of a mutant lac locus with some residual function.
The growth of cells with multiple copies of
the lac region increases the yield of detected
mutations by increasing the number of targets; this can occur without any change in the
mutation rate per gene copy. The model (Fig.
1) requires that the mutant lac region produces a small amount of b-galactosidase activity.
Spontaneous duplication of the mutant lac

operon increases b-galactosidase in proportion to copy number. Cells with a lac duplication initiate slow-growing microcolonies in
which further amplification (to the order of
100 copies) is selected. Selection need not
cause or stimulate formation of the amplification, but only favor growth of cells with the
amplification. The initial lac duplications
may arise during nonselective growth or may
be generated in starved cells by occasional
replication of the plasmid that carries the
mutant lac region. The microcolonies contain
many replicating cells, each with multiple
copies of the lac operon. This enhances the
probability that some copy of the lac operon
will acquire a lac1 reversion event (–1
frameshift mutation). The initial lac1 allele is
in a tandem array of mutant copies and is
therefore unstable. However, ultimately haploid segregant types arise that retain only the
revertant copy. These stably Lac1 cells rapidly overgrow the microclone because they
have no tendency to lose their Lac1 phenotype and they no longer carry the extra DNA

present in the unstable types with the amplification. An amplification model was suggested previously by Foster and Cairns (4),
but it did not include a requirement for residual function or for growth of microclones as
a result of selective amplification.
The lac frameshift allele used produces
about 1% of the b-galactosidase made by a
revertant gene. Using an F9 plasmid–borne
lac operon in Salmonella typhimurium, we
performed the reversion experiment (7 ) under several conditions that reduce the carbon
and energy that can be derived from a given
amount of b-galactosidase (Fig. 2A). A
galKT mutation reduces by about half the
amount of carbon and energy that can be
derived from lactose by preventing use of the
galactose moiety. This reduction substantially reduced the yield of late mutations. A
similar reduction in reversion was caused by
the competitive inhibitor of b-galactosidase
(PETG). Under anaerobic conditions without
an electron acceptor, cells must ferment lactose and forgo the energy obtained from respiration. This causes a great reduction in the
carbon and energy obtainable from a fixed
amount of lactose and essentially eliminates
the occurrence of late revertants. All of these
treatments reduced the yield of late revertants
without reducing the number of preexisting
mutations detected as Lac1 revertant colonies on day 2. There was very little growth of
the lawn with or without these treatments (8).
The residual level of b-galactosidase enzyme produced by a frameshift mutant allele
is dictated by the frequency of spontaneous
frameshifting that occurs during translation
(9). Certain ribosomal mutations (10) can
increase (rpsD) or decrease (rpsL) spontaneous readthrough of the frameshift mutation.
By correlating residual b-galactosidase with
the number of late revertants observed, one
can demonstrate the effect of residual lac
function on apparent adaptive mutability
(Fig. 2B).
According to the amplification model
(Fig. 1), each late Lac1 revertant colony
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Fig. 1. A selective amplification model to
explain adaptive mutability of the lac
operon. Without being aware of the
boxed events proposed by the model, a
single mutant lac operon appears to be
specifically accumulating reversion events
in the absence of chromosome replication. The model provides for replication
and explains the enhanced mutability by
an increase in target copy number. The
model was described earlier without experimental support (13).
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arises from a microclone of slowly growing
cells carrying an amplified array of mutant
lac alleles. Cells with these arrays are expected to be unstably Lac1 and form sectored
colonies when plated on nonselective medium containing the chromogenic LacZ substrate X-gal (11). Cells with this phenotype
represented several percent (range 0.5 to 8%)
of the cells in late-appearing Lac1 revertant
colonies (Fig. 3A). Such unstably Lac1 cells
were rarely found in day 2 colonies initiated
by preexisting haploid lac1 cells (Fig. 3C).
Cells that were unstably Lac1 were also
found in areas of the lawn without visible
revertant colonies. Samples taken on day 2
included very few unstably Lac1 cells. Day 5
samples included more of the unstably Lac1
type. At both time points, a roughly equal
fraction of total lawn cells were stably Lac1.
The variance in the frequency of unstable
(and stable) Lac1 types in different plugs
taken on day 5 was high, suggesting that
some, but not all, samples included invisible
microclones with amplified arrays and that
some of these included stable revertants (Fig.
3C).
Elimination of recombination would be
expected to prevent formation and loss of the
tandem amplifications predicted by the model

Fig. 2. (A) Lac1 reversion under different
growth conditions in the wild type (TT18302)
and in a galKT mutant strain (TT20566). (B)
Correlation between leakiness of the lac allele
(b-galactosidase activity) and Lac1 reversion in
the wild-type (TT18302) and ribosomal mutants (TT20567 and T T20568) with an altered
frequency of frameshift readthrough. Standard
errors are indicated (in some cases error bars
are obscured by the symbols).
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(12, 13). Introduction of a recA mutation into
an unstably Lac1 revertant resulted in stabilization (Fig. 3B). A recA mutation in the
parent strain reduced the number of late Lac1
revertants as expected (4); neither the few
revertant colonies nor the lawn of these recA
strains (day 2 or day 5) showed any of the
unstably Lac1 amplification types (,0.03%).
This reversion experiment was repeated with
RecA1 cells on medium that contained no
carbon source. This condition subjected the
Lac2 cells to stress but did not select for lac
amplification and no unstably Lac1 cells
were seen in the lawn on either day 2 or day
5 (,0.03%). Thus, as predicted by the model,
the unstably Lac1 cell type was seen only in
Rec1 cells subjected to selection on lactose
medium, and the frequency of this cell type
increased with time on selective medium.
The predicted amplification of the lac region in unstably Lac1 revertants was tested
by quantitative Southern (DNA) hybridizations (14) (Fig. 3D). The unstably Lac1 isolates (TT20562 through TT20565) showed
(21- to 35-fold) more lac DNA than the
unselected parent strain TT18302. The highest level of amplification observed was 50fold (8). The copy number of a control gene
in the chromosome (cheY) was unchanged in
the unstable revertants. The assayed lac copy
number is a minimal estimate of the amplification on the selection plate because revertants were purified and grown for DNA preparation with no selection to maintain the unstable amplified state. By using probes outside of the lac operon, we found that the
amplified segment was a 20- to 40-kbp region
including the lac operon.

To show that the unstably and stably Lac1
cells in a colony are members of the same
clone, we performed a reversion experiment
with two genetically marked (CmR and CmS)
parental strains, mixed at a ratio of 1: 50. The
reversion test was performed on minimal lactose medium without chloramphenicol (Cm).
Day 5 Lac1 revertants were replica-printed to
minimal lactose containing Cm; this allowed
identification of late Lac1 clones that had
arisen in the minority CmR parent type (2%
of total). These clones were picked from the
master plate that had not been exposed to
antibiotic and scored for the frequency of
Lac2, Lac1 (unstable), and Lac1 cells; all
were tested for Cm resistance. If cells from a
single colony are clonal derivatives of a single plated cell, they should all be CmR. If the
unstable clones arise independently and are
not immediate ancestors of the Lac1 clones,
most should have the majority CmS phenotype. In each of five rare CmR Lac1 colonies
tested, all of the stably Lac1 cells (68/68) and
all of the unstably Lac1 cells (37/37) tested
were CmR, showing that the unstably and
stably Lac1 cells present in each Lac1 colony were clonally related.
The evidence presented here supports two
predictions of the model—the importance of
residual function of the gene under selection
and the existence of lac operon amplification.
Although the need for residual function fits
amplification during growth under selection,
it does not eliminate some other models (for
example, hypermutable states). However, the
observed amplification is not predicted by the
other models. J. Miller and co-workers previously showed selective high amplifica-

Fig. 3. (A) Colony of an
unstably Lac1 cell derived
from a late revertant of the
recA1 strain (TT18302).
(B) Colony formed by the
same strain as above with
an introduced recA mutation (TT20569); instability
reappeared after reintroduction of the recA1 allele.
The photos in (A) and (B)
were taken 3 days after
cells were plated on X-gal
indicator plates. (C) Frequency of unstably Lac1/
total cells in Lac1 colonies
and the lawn from day 2
and 5. Standard errors are
indicated (in some cases
they are obscured by the
symbols). (D) Southern hybridization analysis of total
DNA isolated from unstably Lac1 cells. Analysis was
performed on DNA isolated from the nonselectively
grown wild-type parent
strain (TT18302) and different unstably Lac1 derivatives (TT20562 through TT20565), isolated from the lawn and Lac1 colonies
from lactose plates on day 5. The labels to the left indicate the probe target.
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tion of the lac locus using two selection
systems remarkably similar to that used by
Cairns (15, 16 ). All the systems use an F9
lac plasmid carrying a lacI-lacZ hybrid
gene that produces a small amount of active
b-galactosidase. In all cases, the Lac1 revertants were 10- to 100-fold more frequent
than might be expected for correction of a
point mutation. In the amplification experiments, about 60% of the frequent Lac1
revertants had a highly unstable array (40
to 200 copies) of a 5- to 37-kbp sequence
including the lac region; the stable revertants, whose frequency was also higher
than expected, may have been derived from
microclones with the amplification (15,
16 ). Thus, the earlier amplification experiments show the same increased mutability
observed in the Cairns experiment. We propose that in both systems, the enhanced
frequency of revertants can be explained, in
principle, without an increase in intrinsic
mutability (17 ).
The phenomenon described by Cairns as
“adaptive mutability” requires recombination
proficiency (18). This is surprising for simple
reversion of a frameshift mutation but is consistent with the amplification model because
both formation and segregation of duplications are processes known to be recombination dependent (12). However, several properties of the Cairns system are not obviously
explained by the model proposed here; these
can be accommodated by slight extensions of
the model.
1) The apparent adaptive mutability requires involvement of a plasmid; the phenomenon is not seen if the locus under selection is in the chromosome (19, 20). The
phenomenon is more striking if the plasmid
expresses a functional tra operon, which encodes proteins required for conjugational
transfer and replication (20, 21). The high
amplification required by the model may be
more common on F9 plasmids, perhaps because of double-strand ends generated by occasional internal firing of the transfer replication origin.
2) The reversion events (sequence changes) occurring during selection are a subset of
the larger spectrum of reversion events observed during unselected growth (22). This
difference may reflect the mechanism by
which gene amplification occurs or the behavior of the F9 transfer replication complex
or both.
3) The selected revertant clones have an
increased probability of carrying unselected mutations at a variety of sites in
the genome. This general mutagenesis (5)
may be a secondary consequence of gene
amplification that is not essential to the
enhanced Lac1 reversion. The amplified
array or its formation may cause the induction of repair functions (SOS) that is known

to occur in the course of the selection experiment (4, 6 ). This SOS induction may
cause “damage-independent SOS mutagenesis” (23). Alternatively, the increase in
genome size may titrate repair enzymes and
reduce repair efficiency.
In summary, we consider that the reversion phenomenon seen in the Cairns system
(and very rarely in more conventional selection systems) reflects a complex conjunction
of factors that conspire to give the appearance
of adaptive changes in mutability. We suggest that the standard genetic events proposed
here may explain this phenomenology without requiring any evolved mechanism dedicated to regulation of mutability. If so, the
phenomenon will not require revision of basic assumptions about the randomness or constancy of mutability.
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